Announcing a New Book Series from NYUPRESS

The Secular Studies series
GENERAL EDITOR:
Phil Zuckerman, PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY, PITZER COLLEGE
There are more secular people in the world than ever before. And various forms and manifestations of secularity—atheism,
agnosticism, humanism, skepticism, and anti-religious movements—are enjoying increased attention and scrutiny. The
scholarly examination of secular identity, secular groups, secular culture(s), and political/constitutional secularisms—and
how these all relate to each other, as well as to the broader social world—is thus more timely than ever. Moreover, studying
secularism also teaches us about religiosity; as secularism is almost always in reaction to or in dialogue with the religious,
by studying those who are secular we can learn much, from a new angle, about the religion they are rejecting.
The Secular Studies series is meant to provide a home for works in the emerging field of secular studies. Rooted in a social
science perspective, it will explore and illuminate various aspects of secular life, ranging from how secular people live their
lives and how they construct their identities to the activities of secular social movements, from the demographics of secularism to the ways in which secularity intersects with other social processes, identities, patterns, and issues.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES:
Submissions should take the form of a 4-6 page proposal outlining the intent, scope, and argument of the project,
its merits in comparison to existing texts, and the audience it is designed to reach. Please include a detailed annotated Table of Contents, ideally 2-4 sample chapters if available, and a current copy of your curriculum vitae.

PLEASE DIRECT QUERIES AND SUBMISSIONS TO:
Dr. Phil Zuckerman
Professor of Sociology, Pitzer College
1050 North Mills Avenue
Claremont, CA 91711
phil_zuckerman@pitzer.edu

Jennifer Hammer
Senior Editor
New York University Press
838 Broadway, Floor 3
New York, NY 10003-4812
jennifer.hammer@nyu.edu

For more information or details on submission guidelines, please visit: www.nyupress.org
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